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Quill & Crow Publishing House is a quaint and curious press
dedicated to promoting the integrity of independent literature.

Specializing in all things gothic and macabre, we strive to preserve
the upmarket prose while lifting up voices often unheard.

 
Quill & Crow is not your typical publishing house. Not only because

we love bleeding heart poetry and all things odd & macabre, but
because we are family. Each one of us brings something amazing &

unique to the table. 
 

Whether you are joining us as an author, poet, or just want to hang
out as a Friend of the Crows, you are welcomed and appreciated...

 
...and we will probably feed you.
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Dearest dark hearts,
The carnival is here and awaiting you.

 
This issue signals the impending release of our carnival-themed horror

anthology, Carnival Macabre, and what better way to build up the
excitement than with four short stories inspired by the same concept,

and sneak peeks for every single story included in the anthology?
 

Not only that, but two very talented poets have written dark, twisted
poems to tickle your morbid curiosity...or curiosities, perhaps?

 
What follows is a host of freak shows, after all. I wonder if you'll leave

feeling uncomfortable or thrilled? I wonder if you'll question your senses
and perceptions, or maybe even your humour. I wonder, indeed... but

enough of that, it's time to sate your curiosity.
 

So, sneak into the big top and have a peek.
 

Yours,

Damon Barret Roe
Damon Barret Roe

Assistant Editor

From the Editor's Desk
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        “His head and body had been smashed in like a ripe melon...”     
         “What did you do with the body?” Moses asked.
         “We drug him over and buried him in the middle of a grove of pines.”
         “You just buried him? What about his family?”
     “Hell, we don’t know his family. And the cops would accuse us. Besides,
Harlow was his roustabout name. None of us use our real names. How would you
have done it differently, boy?”
       Before he could think better of it, Moses got to his feet, strode over to Gutter,
rage clear in his face. “I ain’t your boy!”
       “The B-Bone King got ’im,” Jimmy said, his eyes filled with fear.
      Gutter whirled around, casting his anger toward his friend. “Shut up with that
bullshit! There ain’t no such thing.”
      “What happened to Carl and Ziggy, then?”
      “You missing more people?” Moses asked.
     “They’ve only been gone an hour. They went out to find some dry wood for a
fire.”
      “What the hell is a Bone King?”

Craig E. Sawyer
THE BONE KING
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"You shake your
head. There’s bile

burning your throat,
and a carousel in

your guts."
 other hand rises, fingertips skyward, heralding. “Come one, come all! Ladies and
gentlemen, you are about to—pardon me? Why, yes, I know it’s just you here, my
dear, but every show has its script! Where was I? Ah, yes—
     “Ladies and gentlemen, you are about to be astounded! You are about to be
amazed! You will doubt all you know about Heaven and Hell! For, beyond the
crimson and snow of our traveling palace’s walls, lurk creatures the likes of which
only exist in fantasy! Here, we house those entities that terrify, repulse, bewilder,
and disgust good people, like you, to their cores. Welcome…to the Hall of
Curiosities.” The ringmaster stands still, hand flourishing towards the tent flap. 

The ringmaster is dressed in an immaculate suit
tailored to every contour. The jacket is striped in
brilliant royal blue and snow white, the pants are
a mesmerizing black. In an elegant, long-fingered
hand with nails also black, the ringmaster holds a
curved cane of dark wood, polished like glass. The

The Curiosities

Written by
J.D. Medrano

THE CROW'S QUILL
p r e s e n t s
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        An awkward silence. 
        “It’s, ah, customary to applaud before a show begins, you know.” 
        Half-hearted applause. 
       “Thank you, thank you! Now, please follow me carefully, for some of the exhibits
are quite dangerous indeed.”
     As the ringmaster pushes the tent flap aside, a hall stretches into dark infinity
before you. Wasn’t it circular from the outside? Glass sections of wall are spaced
evenly on alternating sides, lit by soft, yellow light. 
      “My dear, do you pray? Is there faith in your heart? Have you promised God, by
intimate candlelight, that your body is a temple with padlocked lower chambers?” 
       Another theatrical pause. What a question to ask. 
     “Because our first exhibit may test that devotion to its core. Should you feel her
presence in your loins, do not panic. It is just her nature, and you are quite physically
safe. How your soul fares against the temptation, however, I cannot say.
      “I present to you: Anais, the Succubus.”
     The room beyond the glass, unlike the rest of the hall, is lit in burlesque shades of
deep red. It’s difficult to tell at first but what’s illuminated is a bedroom. Every piece
of furniture, from the bedposts to the lamps to the ceiling fan, is painstakingly
phallic or vaginal—anything that could be shaped into the male or female organ has
been. 
      In the center of it all is a woman, likely in her late twenties. She’s dressed in little
more than plain black undergarments. Gauntlets decorate her hands, jeweled where
they cover her fingers, to resemble a bird’s talons. 
      As you approach, she begins a slow, graceful, captivating dance. Her arms sway as
they guide your eyes across her form, and her feet twist and step expertly, taking her
in and out of the scarlet light. It’s not obscene, or even sexual, but something about it
entrances. Warmth flushes your cheeks as you watch. 
    “Gripping, isn’t it?” The ringmaster is suddenly beside you. “The rumors say,
before she came to perform here, Anais slept with a thousand men and women but
took not a single one in matrimony. And the whispers about what scandalous things
she does behind those bedroom doors…truly, she is something other than human.
We’ve designed her room to, ah, placate her insatiable nature.” A wink. “Now, listen.
Can you hear it?” 
       You can. A faint voice emanates from Anais’s room, but it’s not hers. A speaker is
playing. 

The Curiosities J.D. Medrano
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       “Whore. Not fit for anything.” 
       “No one could love you like this.” 
       “You’re just beyond damaged. Used.” 
       Vile, hateful words. 
      “These are the voices of everyone who has ever seen Anais’s private nature, from
strange men to her own mother. You see, my dear, only the continued strength of
pure, uncorrupted, good people can suppress the power of the Succubus! If you wish
to add your own strength to the chorus, you may press this button here to interrupt
the recording and speak over the intercom.” 
       Anais, still dancing, looks directly at you for the first time. Her eyes, red and raw,
stare you down. There’s more exhaustion in there than you thought possible, and so
much bitterness, you can taste it. Heavy shame floods your chest and stomach, and
your legs feel weak. 
       Do you reach for the button?
       “Shall we move on, my dear?” 
     Something cold lurks in your abdomen. The shadow of dread. Something feels
wrong here. Still, after a long beat, you follow the ringmaster. 
      “This may shock you, my dear, but there is another here who craves human touch
even more than the Succubus. Tell me: what would you do without loving embraces?
Affectionate hands held in yours? Playful kisses? Could you endure the weight of
years without ever feeling the warmth of others?” 
       You arrive at the next exhibit.
       “Behold: Eduardo, the Undead.” 
     Against the far wall of a modestly decorated hospital room, lying on a bed, is a
man. You can’t guess his age because of how haggard and gaunt he looks. As you
approach, the man—with effort—gets up from under the bedsheet and stands in the
middle of the room. He’s dressed in a drab beige jumpsuit that covers everything
below the neck, including his hands and feet. His skin is ashen, and his eyes—
      Your chest fills with cold. His eyes are sunken and watery, but it’s the loneliness
in them that overcomes you. You feel yourself falling out of reality, away from
everything and everyone, into an emptiness that forces you to stifle a sob. 
     “We found Eduardo terrorizing the people of the Honduran countryside, ravaging
them with the plague he carries. You see, Eduardo’s sickness means he can never be
carnal with anyone again, lest he contaminate them! By rumors, a mere touch of the
hand is enough to impart the disease. Eduardo shall never touch another soul again.
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      “As for the contagion…it is the living death. It obliterates the body’s means of
fighting illness, leaving it to wither and decay at even the most trivial ailment. Look,
my dear. See how the Undead’s body decays even as he stands.” 
       Eduardo reaches for his chest, to a square panel in the jumpsuit with a zipper in
one corner. He slowly pulls the zipper all the way around, exhausted by the simple
act. Underneath is a layer of clear plastic, through which you see his bare chest. 
       Your breath catches. His skeleton is too prominent beneath ghostly, papery skin.
You can trace every vein snaking across his ribs like vines. You swear the man
shouldn’t be alive. 
       “Now, my dear, shall we watch the performance?” 
      To the Undead’s left, a panel in the wall opens, and a shelf slides out. On it are
three wine glasses. 
       “Ladies and gentlemen, one of these three chalices contains medication which will
soothe Eduardo’s rotting body. The other two are simply water. Life-giving, to be
sure, but what use is life to undeath?” 
    The ringmaster nods towards the glasses and mouths “middle one” to you.
Eduardo takes slow, exhausted steps towards the shelf, leaning on it when he finally
reaches it. You watch, feeling nauseous. 
        Eduardo reaches out…and takes the leftmost glass. 
        “Tsk. A shame for the Undead.” 
       Barbaric things like this are allowed nowadays?
     “What’s that? Barbaric? Why now, there’s no need for such language, I should
think.” 
        Baseless rumors.
     “I didn’t begin those whispers; I merely hear what my honorable audience declares
to be truth. I’m bound as a performer, after all.”
       Even when it’s cruel?
      “Cruel? If I might point out, you knew which chalice held the balm of Gilead long
before Eduardo chose; why did you not inform him, my dear? You could have tapped
on the glass and signaled him. I would not have stopped you.” 
       I… 
      “Now, shall we leave the Undead and move on?” 
      The soft, yellow lights that mimic torchlight, the ones that initially seemed grand,
now cast deep, hungry shadows across the walls. The ringmaster hums a tune, an
unnatural sound. You can’t explain why but it sounds like something you weren’t
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meant to hear. 
      “Ah, we come to one of our more magical exhibits. I present to you: Joanna, the
Faerie.” 
      Within the exhibit is a woman of maybe twenty, wearing a plain brown dress. She
sits on the floor, hugging her knees, her back against a bed. Her head sways from side
to side as she sees you both approach, though she doesn’t make eye contact. 
       “Faeries do not see the world as we do, my dear; they can hear a thousand songs at
once, and colors flicker and dance like fire. For poor Joanna, this is a curse. She hears,
sees, feels too much. For her, there are shrieks in every note of a melody, and she feels
every fiber of her dress gnawing at her skin like a swarm of locusts.” 
     Throughout the speech, Joanna’s head swaying has become more vigorous. She
hasn’t made eye contact, but you can see waves of distress in her eyes. She looks
tensed for an unseen blow. Trapped.
        “Let me show you the burden of the faeries.” 
       The ringmaster presses a button. Haydn’s “Farewell” blares from speakers inside
her room. You can barely hear Joanna’s wails as she clutches her ears and curls into a
ball, head still swaying. 
        What is this? Who would want this? 
        “Truly unfortunate, isn’t it, my dear?” 
      You look the ringmaster in the eyes, but they’re blurry. Smudged out of reality.
You can only make out a charismatic smile. 
       “More to see, more to see, more to see! Come, and peer into the depths of God’s
creative talents, my dear! Through the looking glass, the creatures consigned to the
margins!”
     Your legs are moving. They didn’t consult you. You want to say something,
denounce it, but your jaw is clenched like a fist. Why can’t you remember his face?
Her face? 
         Its face? 
       “Behold Hussein, the Shapeshifter. See how his form looks nothing like the one
he was born with.” 
       A young Arab man, shirtless. Two harsh, red, jagged scars sit on his lower chest.
His eyes are full of violation. 
     The hall is spinning, along with your stomach. Where are you? Further down?
Descending? Advancing? Were there stairs? 
       “Anders, the Lotus-Eater. He will do anything to be granted more of his precious
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flower. Choose any implement for Anders, and he will ruin his own body to earn
more.” 
       A blond man, emaciated, holding a hammer in the air above his knee. Opioid
eyes. Desperate. 
          A visceral crunch. 
         “Padma, the Lamia.” 
         A woman, brown-skinned, sobbing. Her midriff is exposed. Into the skin where
her uterus would be is carved: EMPTY.
         “Enough.” Your own voice. “Th-this is sick…” 
       “Oh? Why, my dear? Do you think I trap and abuse my performers—that I am
some madman? But business is not madness. All my actors are handsomely paid.
Hussein and Eduardo came to me. Do you know what it’s like, to be as they are where
they come from?” 
     You shake your head. There’s bile burning your throat, and a carousel in your
guts. 
      “Come now. I saw your greedy little eyes. You have taken in every exhibit without
looking away once. Do you think all this pays for itself? Audiences like you keep us
polished. Now, I know your thirst is for righteous justice, but can I offer you some
refreshments instead? The pomegranate wine is truly indulgent. 
    “I’d stay quenched, my dear. Plenty more exhibits to see. Get your money’s worth.”

The Curiosities J.D. Medrano
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J.D. Medrano is an aspiring comedy writer currently loitering about Glasgow.
They're a sucker for George Eliot, Shirley Jackson, and Percy Shelley.

 
They also love horror, Korean food, and cooking.

 
Their writing includes poetry, short stories, professional webpages, editing, and

one screenplay made in a Rockstar-fueled haze.

J.D. Medrano
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Amy Westphal
RACLURE'S CURIOSITY

      She walked softly, her lantern painting strange pictures on the bubbled toile.
She glanced at the fractured ceiling, and through the blackened and sagging
support beams, to find the sky had turned gray. It was time to go.       
       Tommy was still in the living room, on his knees, covered in soot.
       “Well now, little sir.”
     “Look, Vi.” Tommy held his lantern over the bulging parquet floor, revealing
several sets of cufflinks with real ivory and colorful jewels.
      “Tommy, you’re wonderful! Raclure will be so pleased. I found a dreadful set
of candlesticks, but also a gorgeous portrait of a young girl.”
    Tommy shoved the cufflinks into a cut seam inside his own cloak before
following Vi to the parlor.
      Vi dusted the floor with her feet as she walked, mindful of the steps they left
behind and the weak floorboards. “The wall is burnt, but the portrait is perfect,
totally unblemished.” 
      “Where is it?”
      “Right there, above the curio. Do mind the shattered glass, it’s quite a mess.”
      “I only see a mirror.”

A SNEAK PEEK AT



"The stilts moved
like elongated legs,

five-foot femurs
folded above five-

foot shins."
closer to starvation. With a sight like this, she wondered if the carnival was worth
robbing. 
   A traveling carnival would be an easy target. Most transients were too
preoccupied and scatterbrained to secure their profits, and this two-bit carnival
was likely no exception. Over the years, Julia had siphoned off quite a bit of cash
from acting troupes, minstrels, and the occasional snake oil salesman. Despite the
pitiful first impression, Julia hoped to snag something of value. 
      She turned from the sad smoke break to the admission line. To get in, everyone
had to pass a bearded lady in a booth, who tore each patron’s parchment ticket 

Tattered cloth composed the scarlet tents.
Scattered patches bordered the hems, blemishes on
covers that were probably never all that pretty. A
congregation of acrobats and clowns shared a
single cigarette by the woods, next to an anemic
lion in a cage. Julia couldn’t decide who looked  

Life and Limb

Written by
Logan McConnell
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with her pudgy, ringed fingers. 
       When Julia approached, the carnival employee squinted at her, gazing at her from
head to toe, her emerald eye shadow undulating with her thick, caterpillar brows.
“How tall are you?” she asked Julia. 
       “I just want to go inside.” 
       “You’re tall. What? At least six feet?” 
      Julia couldn’t afford to draw attention to herself, so she refrained from smacking
the hairy-faced freak for her intrusive guessing game. Julia simply answered with a
scowl. The bearded woman shrugged and tore the ticket. Julia entered the carnival,
and observed the series of pitched tents entrenched in mud.
     Each one possessed a unique wooden plaque painted with an advertisement for
what was inside. The first sign read CHAMBER OF HORRORS above a cartoon
drawing of two mournful, wide eyes staring through an iron mask. The next:
CLOWN SHOW. Here, apprehensive children peeked inside, where Julia heard a
chorus of baritone giggles. Further along: FREAKS, a terse description, this plaque
depicted a monstrous abomination with abundant limbs. 
       For a moment, Julia ceased scouting to reflect on this assortment of hacks. Cheesy
torture reenactments, clowns, and freaks seemed a bit overplayed; unoriginal notions
done to death. Her hunch the place was broke may prove true. Too invested to quit,
she wandered further, until she reached the carnival’s end, its outskirts a collection of
kissing booths yards away from a river. In the nearby dark, Julia almost missed a
wooden boxcar with a painted sign: MANAGER. 
       The rudimentary office was a logical location for some stashed cash. Julia glanced
around, finding herself alone besides some perverts heavy-petting in one of the
kissing booths, too distracted to take notice. Julia started towards the boxcar. 
     No light shone through the tiny windows, no sounds heard from inside. The
boxcar was unoccupied. Julia jiggled the door handle. Locked. She removed the trusty
needle she’d taken on countless break-ins, ready to pick the lock. 
        “You looking for the boss?” 
        Julia jumped, nearly dropping her needle. She turned around to find nobody. 
       “He’s not in,” said the voice. 
      Julia stepped back to discover a bleach-white face staring at her from under the
boxcar. The figure wormed forward in a slow, clumsy shimmy to stick his torso out
and greet her. A clown, every inch of skin painted white except his chin, washed
clean by spilled booze. He took a swig from a flask and allowed the harsh liquor to 
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drip down from his lips.
        “He said I could come by,” she lied. “You got a key?” 
        The clown shook his head. “Nah. You his paid companion for tonight?”
         Julia paused. “Yes, as a matter of fact I am.” 
       The clown’s glassy eyes rolled back. He grinned and shook his head so hard, bells
on his collar tinkled. “Yes, I like that. Good for the boss. But he’s performing now.
You’ll have to wait ‘til after.” 
      “I see. And where is he?” Julia asked, looking back to the heart of the carnival,
wondering which act would feature the ringmaster. 
       “With the other stilt walkers, of course,” he said, pointing a gloved finger toward
the river. 
      Julia’s brow furrowed. “Really?” She pointed in the opposite direction, over by
the tents. “Not with all the rest?” 
      The clown shook his head. “Stilt walkers need wide open spaces. No ceilings. No
walls.” 
     Through a thicket of bare branches, she saw something stir out by the water.
Perhaps she could go watch, waiting while the inadequate guard drank himself to
sleep. Shouldn’t be long. Then she’d strike. Julia thanked the clown, then turned to
walk to the river. 
    “By the way,” the clown whispered, barely catching her attention. Between
hiccups, he asked, “How tall are you?” 
      Julia spun around, unsettled by this question’s second appearance of the night.
Pasty skin and hazy eyes stared back at her from under the boxcar, anticipating an
answer. “Wh-why?” 
     “Just wondering. Sorry to pry.” He emitted something between a cough and a
laugh. Julia ignored him and continued. 
      Music and chatter from the carnival throngs died away the closer she got to the
water’s edge. A small gathering was on the shore, the river like a stage, the full moon
its spotlight held up in outer space. Julia silently crept up and joined the audience,
who sat on warped wooden benches. 
       In the still river, three figures stood on stilts, swaying against the night sky. The
performers, like the audience , had shadows plastered across their faces. As if she sat
not among humans, but shapeless forms twisting in darkness, their flesh hidden in
spots of night where moonlight couldn’t reach.
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   What Julia could see were the striped slacks worn by the trio, red and black
columns billowing in a silent wind, ends wet from standing in shallow water. Each
one looked ten feet tall, deftly balancing on precarious false legs. Soon, their swaying
changed to dancing, the warmup over. 
      The performance began.
      The dance transfixed her. Julia forgot why she came, about her mission that night,
the manager, the clown, the potential plunder of the boxcar. Instead, she watched,
immersed as the nimble waltz in water advanced to an inventive jive. 
       Until the dance took an unexpected turn. 
     Her mouth fell open when the stilts’ middles slowly bent. The stilts moved like
elongated legs, five-foot femurs folded above five-foot shins. The dancers didn’t
falter, and careened with ease, as if the stilts were extensions of their actual flesh and
bone.
   After dizzy zig-zagging, two performers stepped backwards, and the third
approached the audience, out of the river, onto the shore. The dancer began a solo
ballet. Julia’s heart fluttered as he leapt up off the ground, twirled mid-air, then stuck
a coordinated landing. 
       For a final act, the dancer leaned back, both stilts bending again in three different
places. Julia squirmed, watching the figure prance more before squatting his spider-
like legs in repose, finished. 
   After a minute’s rest, the dancer’s crooked spindles rolled him towards the
audience. He panted, exhausted, then let out a deep laugh. “I hope you were
entertained,” he said. 
    Julia felt the audience silently nod with enthusiasm, shaking the benches. The
dancer caught his breath, taking another step closer. Julia’s heart beat faster, wishing
he’d dismount. During the dance’s start, from a distance, the spinning limbs afforded
Julia only brief glimpses of their outlines.  
      Up close, she could study the bent stilts in detail. Her mind strained to make sense
of what it saw, the pant legs angled in a way that was impossible to accept. Each
segment seemed to contradict the structure’s entirety; the stilts’ fit conflicted with
itself. Yet they glided in harmony, ever closer. 
      “We have an intruder within our private little show.” 
      Her heartbeat crescendoed to a thunderous drumbeat. 
     The dancer pointed at Julia. “Don’t be frightened. We always welcome patrons as
beautiful as you. Did you enjoy yourself?” In the audience, every faceless head 
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swiveled in place. If they had eyes, they were watching her. 
        “I…I did,” she whispered. 
     His breath slowed. “That pleases me very much. As the carnival manager, your
entertainment is my responsibility. I could show you so much more. Would you do
me the honor of joining me in my private quarters?” 
      This was it. An excuse to enter the boxcar, snoop around, and finish the job that
had brought her here. Though, sitting on the bench, Julia was paralyzed, unable to
think of anything but how to get away. Run as far from the carnival as possible. She
opened her mouth, but no words would come. 
        “We left her speechless, poor thing. Here, I’ll escort you.” 
       Julia stood to run but stumbled in the grainy sand. The manager towered above
her, stilt silhouettes striding like devices from an impossible nightmare. 
         “Don’t be shy,” he sang.
       He slipped his hands under Julia’s arms, and lifted her. She watched the ground
drop away, her legs dangling like a rag doll as he lurched forward, off the shore, and
through the grass towards his boxcar. 
       All the while, Julia struggled to maintain focus, reeling with fear, her sides sore
from his grip. When they reached his office, he hugged her tightly with one arm
while he fished out a set of keys from his coat pocket. 
      Before he could take her inside, the familiar clown poked his head out. “You
found the whore!” he slurred. 
        “Whore?” echoed the manager, with sincere confusion. 
       “Your paid companion. She was trying to get inside not a moment ago. Twisting
the doorknob. Told her you were performing.” 
       The manager’s chest sighed against her. “A thief. This beautiful guest, a common
thief.” 
       “No…” she heard herself say. “No, I wasn’t…” 
     “I have one question for you, thief,” the manager pressed his lips against her ear
and whispered, “how tall are you?” 
       Julia hyperventilated.
      The two entered. Inside was a small cot in the corner, a stack of books, and a large,
wide wooden table in the center. He gently placed her on it. Above her in the ceiling
was a small, square hatch, opened to expose the starry night. She turned and saw a
black combination safe underneath the bed. 
      The manager followed her eyes. “I suppose that’s what you were after?”  
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       All Julia could do was shake her head.
      “Let me show you another treasure. Don’t fret, I’m dressed underneath,” he said,
and removed his pants. 
    The manager’s legs—his actual legs—were mere nubs, blown away from some
accident, if Julia had to guess. Attached to his stumps were a column of bare leg
bones, rigged together with rubber straps. A scaffolding of skeletal strands, each joint
interlocked with another to form a contraption made to bend but never break. Bones
near the bottom were scuffed and gray, ones further up the rungs looked whiter, still
bearing specks of blood—recent additions. 
       “I was over six feet before the incident. Now, I’m nearly double that. But I need
more. I want to go higher…taller,” he said. His eyes widened as he ran a finger down
Julia’s tibia. “And lucky you! You get to help! You’ll make a generous contribution!” 
       In the ceiling opening, the two other dancers on stilts drifted into view, sharing
the open slot to watch. From the doorway, she heard a jingle. She raised her head and
found the clown clapping with a jolly grin, bells ringing with manic vigor at the
privilege of getting to see such a spectacle. The manager reached under the table, and
retrieved his tools.  
         Julia screamed, exciting her audience all the more. 
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       Wordlessly, Marcus removed his cap and red jacket that he wore during
showtime. He moved through a tin door shut off from the rest of the trailer, and
sat himself in a reclining barber chair. He affixed one end of a clear plastic tube
into a small glass jar and peeled back the pre-incised flesh of his forearm. The
Fleas jumped in elation and swiftly marched up his arm, tucking themselves
neatly beneath his skin as he affixed the other end of the hose to his exposed
muscle. He folded the flap of flesh back over his partners, and allowed them to
nourish themselves. 
     His flesh began to undulate, squirm, and shift. The golden chain tattoo
swirled with the tiny forms shuffling around beneath. Within moments, the
essence began to flow from the tube and into the empty jar. The golden liquid
pooled forth, gleaming brightly beneath the single bare bulb that illuminated his
workshop. Marcus closed his eyes as the Fleas did their work. 
       Then: fire, searing heat, and smoke ravaged screams. Sights he had imagined
everyday within his mind. He remembered years spent after the fire, setting up
shop to continue a lost legacy. He remembered the loose plank of wood under
the boardwalk and the glowing, squirming beings that lived beneath.

Brad Acevedo
HUMBUG
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       Sam continues to read. 
      Sorry is a clown, though not of the human variety, which I know will be hard for
you to understand. I grew up with him, so I don’t know quite how to explain. 
     He was given to my great-great-grandmother, Mildred, in 1907 as a gift, and though
he entertained her for a time, Mildred eventually grew tired of him. Her toying turned
to cruelty, and in turn, molded Sorry into a monster. He snapped and killed her mother
that same year, and the blood he drank from her body has bound our family to him
ever since. So, let me present to you an offer. I leave to you my house, my fortune, my
land, and in exchange, you will look after Sorry until your dying day, at which point,
the bloodline will end, and so will he. Let our family tree burn, but enjoy the warmth
while you can. 
      If you choose to accept my offer—which I urge you to do, lest another family obtain
the house and Sorry with it—please read the following carefully:
     The large key is for the front door, the medium is for the back door, and the smallest
one is for Sorry’s door. Unlock it upon arrival and lock it again if you leave the house.
He will not bother you and is harmless during the day. All you need to do is supply him
with milk and meat, and he’ll be the sweetest pet. 
      However, at night, he changes.

Fox Claret Hill
SORRY
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A CROW'S

 
Welcome to the nightmare

You've been here before
The carnival of rot awaits
Long bow-legged people

Shattered bones peek through the limbs
Grotesquely beautiful Sirens scream
Distended mouths pour out venom

High pitched cries to make your ears bleed
The vibrating house of emotions

Where mirrors reflect deeds deep inside
Rupturing minds and madness following like

Garm
Behold the blind wonder exhibit

Where you see those who watched too long
Now their eyes are sewn shut

Tears oozing through the stitches
Does it bring memories?
Like prior ticket stubs

Lain out in a line of your subconscious
Don't you see this is your home?

You're the ringmaster
Wake up but the Carnival will return

It's where you belong
 

Fire Knight

Carnival of Rot
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        Even though her stare was fixated down at the crystal ball, Madame Esmée’s
green irises caught the light of the gas lamps with a gentle glow. 
      Before she realized what she was doing, Lena was reaching out to slot a
penny into the machine. It dropped in with a satisfying thwack, and the machine
whirred to life. Tinny, flat music played from somewhere deep inside the box,
and deep violet light emanated from the crystal ball as the fortune teller’s hands
moved around it in jerky, robotic circles. The automaton’s overwrought
ministrations were distracting, but Lena kept her focus on the fortune teller’s
eyes. 
       Madame Esmée’s face snapped up to look straight at her client. It sounded
like the gears were grinding and breaking. Lena jumped back and screwed her
eyes shut, afraid that the fortune teller would break through the glass. When she
lowered her arms and looked a moment later, Madame Esmée was back in her
original position. A bellowing buzz rang from deep inside the cabinet’s gears,
then a strip of yellow paper printed from a slot below the glass. Without taking
her eyes off the machine, Lena took a few hesitant steps forward and snatched
the paper before shoving it into her pocket and bounding up the stairs. 

Katerini Koraki
PENNY FOR YOUR FORTUNE
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       But it is “The Wonder of the Miniature World” that stops Alexandria cold.
   If there were anyone here at this moment to witness, they would see
Alexandria’s irises turn from gray-blue-green to fiery blood-red. They would see
her sclera fill with blood, and the pupils wobble and reform as upside-down
crescent moons. They would watch, horrified, as her shoulders arch to peaks and
her hands (which look much more like claws at the moment) extend. Her jaw
unhinges like a snake’s and her tongue whips out, splits, and extends a stinger,
white and slippery as wet bone.  
     “Mergildo Navarrete!” she hisses. “So you and your moonchild brother still
live!”
      Who knows what would have happened next if Alexandria had not heard the
voices coming her direction from the street. Suddenly she is a bent old woman
in a bonnet again, a Mother Goose staring at the grotesque illustration of a two-
headed man of childlike proportions dressed like a Biblical king. One head grins
as if he too is in on the joke, while the other, smaller head reposes in gentle
slumber. “Babylonian Princes Seth and Osiris,” the black subtext reads. “One
Speaks. One Sleeps. One Mother. Two Fathers.”

Eddins Sinclair
TAMAN SHUD
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"The wail of rending
metal breaks
through the

atmosphere in their
tiny traveling

home."di lokh iz der ganef.”
 They bring their noses close to the dirty glass rectangle of the train car and watch
the things stalk the midway. 

Chicago. 57 years earlier.
    Otto Schmidt stared at the painted sign. The Chicago World’s Fair. He imagined
how his life would develop from that night forward. It spread like lightning across
greenwood: he would form The Chicago Midway Amusement Company, turn
fifty-two, and never work a real job again. 

Saranac Lake, New York. 1950.
The calliope burns. The Strongman’s daughter
squeezes her father’s hand. It fits like a toy inside
his enormous paw. 
    He looks down at her with wet eyes. “It will be
as it will be, tatele. Nit di moyz iz der ganef, nor

To Remove the Meat
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    Gunshots broke his thoughts, and he flinched. The Wild West Show was
something he’d have to get used to. 
       Later, Otto sat behind his cleared desk. There came two raps at his office door,
and it opened before he spoke. Two children entered, followed by their parents.
Without a word, the children sat in the chairs opposite Otto while their parents
stood by the door. Otto recognized the young ones as The Teller Kids, Jann and
Lisbeth. Their dancing was much loved by the mothers and grandmothers who
walked the midway. 
         “I’m a busy man, Mr. Teller. What can I help you with?”
       “It’s gone splendidly, don’t you think?” It was the little boy who answered. No
more than eight, pale skin, pale hair, and pale eyes—like his sister—wearing a tiny
ivory three-piece suit and a cravat. 
      Otto crinkled his nose—there was something too low about the boy’s voice.
“Why, yes, young man. Yes, it’s got a real future, I believe.”
          The young girl spoke up. “Yes. A real future.”
      A silence lingered, and the room felt suddenly cramped. Too much time was
passing without anyone speaking. Otto looked to the parents, drooping awkwardly
by the entrance.
         “What can I do for you, Mr. and Mrs. Teller?”
      “Down here, Mr. Schmidt,” the boy said in his bass voice. “And we’ll tell you
exactly what you can do.”

Saranac Lake, New York. 1950.
        The Strongman’s daughter’s eyes reflect the moving fire. A body outside streaks
across the midway, its hair burning, its hands outstretched and melting. They drop
and smoke, not ten feet from the small window. 
         The girl freezes as an assembly of figures passes by the train car. They seem in no
hurry, drinking the night, and the flames, and the sound. Her heart beats in her ears
as they move on. She turns to her father. He is wide-eyed and staring. She looks back
to find a face filling the window. 
        Masked in indigo ink, the bald woman slowly brings her finger to her darkened
lips, blowing long blood bubbles. “Shhhh.”
      The girl nods, and her heart starts again as the tattooed face disappears. Yips
choke the night air, muffled in the train car. 
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 Twenty-four hours earlier
       “Do you know who I am, Mr. Krause?”
      “Yessir. You’re Mr. Schmidt from the Midway Company. They told me you’d be
coming.”
       “So, then, why are you here?”
      “Well, sir. I have a paper from The Saranac Chamber of Commerce, a permit to
use this land for our carnival.”
     Otto Schmidt looked through the man, as if he didn't see him at all, but was
watching events unfold in the backs of his sunken eyes. “This area is their area, Mr.
Krause. All these areas are theirs.”
       Bert Krause looked at the wilted suit seated in front of him and couldn’t help but
feel sympathy. He was ninety if he was a day, and something had taken the spark
from the man. Bert wished it would return. And that he’d leave the office camper.
“This is a family-run carnival, Mr. Schmidt. We don’t do great, but we do pretty
good. We got forty-four families that travel with us. We are on the road all year long
—this is their livelihood.”
      Otto Schmidt put his parchment hands on the sides of his chair and rose slowly,
saying, “You have twenty-four hours to leave, Mr. Krause. Everyone. Everything.”
Otto made his way to the door, turned, and repeated, “Livelihood.” Then he walked
out into the upstate New York dark. 
    Mr. Krause stared after him, and pressed buttons on the CB Unit on his desk.
“Ellie, it’s Bert. Can you find Billy and send him over to the camper, please?”
 

     The next evening, the Strongman’s daughter cries out at an impact on the opposite
wall, and her father’s gigantic hand covers her mouth. He stares at her, his eyes
imploring silence. 
    The wail of rending metal breaks through the atmosphere in their tiny traveling
home. She knows something is running claws across the exterior, and she sees the
night through the long gouges it leaves behind. A heaviness lands on the roof, and she
feels the floor sink. 
      Outside, a squat figure perches on the brightly-painted train car, lifts its mouth to
the sky, and hoots twice. More hoots come from down the carnival midway. The
night is rich with smashing, and breaking, and cracking. Crowds of people rush
through the long aisles of short buildings, pursued by what look like jumping blobs 
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of wrinkled, red skin. The dirt is wet, and the straw is black. 
      Billy Gibbs crouches by the same Roll-A-Ball horserace game he oiled and swept
up earlier that day, an oversized walkie-talkie in his hand. He whispers into it, voice
shaking, “Is anybody there? Hello? Bert? Something’s really wrong. Something’s
really wrong, Bert.”
    Billy stills as a woman slowly approaches him, inked arms showing through
overalls. She smiles as she nears, her teeth bright white in her heavily tattooed face.
She leans over Billy, puts her mouth on his, and bites. 
    Billy screeches as his lips are bitten off, a wet hole left where his teeth sit
uncovered. The woman spits his lips into her hand and stuffs them into her bulging
chest pocket, the front soaked through. She walks away as a thick-bodied mass
shuffles over to where Billy trembles. Its skin looks like a heat rash, and its wrinkled
legs propel it over straw and mud, low to the ground. 
         It climbs up Billy’s body as shock sets in. 

       The Crone holds the box in her hand, even as it cuts her. She walks with her head
high, chin thrust out, no outward fear. She flatly refuses to use her peripheral vision
as the red things leap past her, gangly-limbed and sour-smelling. One jumps for her,
but is repelled by an unseen barrier. She holds the box tighter. Blood drips down her
wrist, and she sways, lightheaded. Her vision doubles, triples, but she reaches the
Strongman’s train car. One light knock, and a key fits to its lock.
       The Strongman’s door opens. 
       The girl shrinks behind her father as the old woman in the colorful scarves climbs
into the car, her fetishes jangling with her uneven steps. She pulls the door closed.
       “Crone.”
       “Strongman. She must take it.”
      He looks to his daughter as she is hiding behind his massive calves. His jaw works
and a thick vein pulses blue at his temple. “Take it, tatele. It’s yours now.”
     The girl looks at the narrow box, shiny with blood. It is perfectly smooth, and
white as sunlight. She puts out her hand and the woman grabs her wrist.
       “Do. Not. Drop.”
       The box falls into the young girl’s hand, and immediately cuts into her palm. 
      The old woman folds the girl's fingers around it. “This will protect you, one day,
stop them. You must be strong. You must find the others.” The old woman searches
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the girl’s face. “They will come for you.”
      The girl looks up at the man who raised her, his eyes tightly closed.
      The old woman slowly unwraps her scarves and, one by one, lays them around the
neck of the girl. “Strongman. Takhrikhim hobn nit keyn keshenes. Come.”
     Without looking at the girl, the man follows the old woman out into the night,
and the door shuts tight, leaving silence and confusion. The blood drips down to the
girl’s elbow.
 

      Across the midway, the door to a camper hangs off its hinges. Inside, Mr. Krause
sits at his desk. 
       A little girl’s voice sings, “We told you, we told you, we told you.”
       Blood pumps down the sides of Mr. Krause’s face, running from his ears. 
       “We told you,” says the boy sitting opposite him, adjusting his cravat. “And now,
we remove the meat.”

*Nit di moyz iz der ganef, nor di lokh iz der ganef:
The mouse isn't the thief, the hole is the thief. 

*Takhrikhim hobn nit keyn keshenes:
Shrouds don't have pockets. 
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       And all of us stay of our own accord. You might think no nectar is addictive
enough to make you forsake your own world and give yourself over to a species
that deplores you, to an arrangement where you debase yourself each night for
the pleasures of oblivion. But you might choose the same, were you to hear
captivating music and see the carnival radiance on a black prairie night.

     The carnival is closed for the night. The Fae have reverted to their true
forms, bewhiskered, furred and hoofed and horned, some tentacled; their variety
is astounding. They bark orders at those of us who sweep up the trash left by
humans. Tonight, it’s my job to clean the most sinister tent with the most
innocent name; the Doll House. As always, the ‘dolls’ are scattered about; an arm
here, a shoe there, hair hacked off for fun, an eye gouged out, an ugly red mark
where scissors were used. Dismembering the dolls is a popular pastime with the
crueler guests, who delight in mutilating something that looks and feels human.
I gather the correct pieces as much as I can so the goblins can repair them; eyes
restored, skin smoothed, feet reattached. And do it—hopefully—before the dolls
fulfill their contract and turn fully human again.

Valerie Alexander
GOBLIN MARKET
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        But a full belly was better than an empty one, so Jack did not complain. He
ate and swallowed the way he had learned to do in basic. While he ate, the
horizon glowed with lightning. The heat had not diminished since he arrived.
On the plus side, he was sweating out the booze.
       By the time he finished his victuals, he was sweaty, shaky, and sober. Then,
with the food and coffee churning in his belly, Jack headed back to chat the
night away with Rich. The man could spin a yarn just as good as most of the
swamp folk raconteurs Jack had known. Eventually, he got round to asking,
“You know anything about the Secret Showing?”
      As soon as the name was out of his gob, Rich’s merriment shut down. “I
know enough to keep well away. Bad juju there.”
        Jack thought he was pitching a gag, but he couldn’t see the punchline unless
the name of the game was Goof on the New Guy. “You’re kidding, yeah?”
     “This isn’t some kind of hazing ritual, by gum. It the God’s honest truth.
Don’t put your nose in a place like that.”

Daniel R. Robichaud

THE SECRET SHOWING ON THE

MIDWAY OF DREAMS
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A joyful laugh
Brought to you by our fun loving staff

 
A radiant grin

Exuberant and bright
Grease painted goons ‘neath

popcorn light
 

A mirthful smirk
with never a frown
Come visit us soon

We’re not long for this town
 

No smile now
That’s perfectly fine

We’re not expected to grin
all the damn time

 
A scornful frown

Please leave this place
Lest I be tempted to
unveil my true face

 
See, my smile is shattered

Cracked paint and old tears
Slathered in essence

of rational fears

A CROW'S
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Angry sobs now
Please don’t leave the fair
Here, look, I’ll show you

Feel free to stare
 

What’s in my smile
I can’t help but reveal

Your grin now a frown
You see what I feel

 
What’s in your smile

I simply must see
Hold still, my new friend
Why won’t you show me?

 
Let me show you a trick

I swear it won’t take long
Your screams drowned out

By a rapturous throng
 

That wasn’t so bad
We’re having a ball

 
I like your smile, friend

It looks great upon my wall
 

Brad Acevedo

What's in a Smile?
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    Parting the canvas, she peered in. Even with two torches right next to the
entrance, inside was too dark for her to see anything. Despite the lack of any
movement, something still beckoned her. She entered, letting the flap shut.
Submerged in total darkness, Briar held her breath. All she could hear were the
muffled cheers from the big top and the faintest movement all around the inside
perimeter of the tent. 
       “Are you afraid?” The voice was husky, neither feminine nor masculine.
       “Should I be?” Briar asked. She wasn’t.
      A gust of air filled the small space, like the entire tent was inhaling and then
releasing one long sigh. “Do you fear nothing?”
      “All my life, I feared,” Briar admitted. “I’ve run dry.”
      The voice moved all around, as though it circled. “What do you feel now?” 
      “Hope, though I do pray I am not misguided.”
      “Pray? To whom do you pray?”
      Briar felt a lump form in her throat. She thought back to when she prayed to
the devil himself to give her the ability to fight back against her mother.
“Whoever delivers,” Briar said.

Sabrina Voerman
SOBRIQUET
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       He worked quickly to bind the arms and legs of the unconscious woman. He
even gagged her with a length of cloth, not that he thought the action especially
necessary. She was unlikely to wake anytime soon.
     He opened the false back of the magician’s cabinet, then placed her limp body
in the small space between that and the actual back. He watched her slow,
shallow breathing for a moment to be sure she would not suffocate in her
cramped position, then closed the false back.
     He looked around at the tent. There was no sign, other than the pink sun
bonnet at his feet, that Amelia had ever been inside. He picked up the hat and
took it to a large trunk in one corner of the tent. Opening the case, he pulled
out a new, more expensive suit, as well as a pair of round-rimmed spectacles, a
briefcase, and a false, ginger-colored mustache. He applied the faux facial hair
and removed the black wig he had been wearing to reveal cropped, ginger hair
that matched the mustache. He changed into the suit, put on a bowler hat, and
retrieved a cane. He placed the sun bonnet, as well as his original suit jacket, in
the briefcase. Adopting a markedly stooped posture as he leaned on the cane
carrying the briefcase, he exited from the back of the tent. 

Erica Schaef
THE UNVEILING
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"As she searched the
alleys, Diana had the

most peculiar
sensation of walking
through an unseen

crowd."
creatures of myth and magic, all on display for the price of admission. The carnival
never traveled this far north though. Nothing did. So how is it here?
   An autumn breeze tickled Diana’s cheek and drifted across the black lake towards
the island. On it, small flashing lights traced the outlines of a massive Ferris wheel
and big top. Smaller tents surrounded them, scattered around the naked trees. It
hadn’t been there when they’d bedded down mere hours ago, but it was now. 
    An entire circus in the middle of a lake, in the middle of a forest, in the middle of
nowhere. How?
   A sudden snort from the dark camp sent a shock up Diana’s spine. Quietly, she
turned to look. Her father continued to snore. She exhaled. The world stopped

She’d heard of them, of course, on her brother’s
beer-fetid breath as he told tales of his time in the
city. Every year, the brief appearance of colorful
tents brought some magic to the dreary landscape. 
    The circus folk were a mystery unto themselves.
Strong men, beauteous women, even 

The Vanishing of Diana Swift
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spinning. Her brother snapped up, half-awake, fumbled, and threw an empty flask at
the gurgling man. It missed, clanging against rock. Her brother slumped back into
unconsciousness, adding his own echoing snores to the nightly symphony.
     Diana turned back to the lake, expecting the apparition to have vanished. Yet,
there it was, glittering bright as anything. She donned her moss green cloak and,
without a backward glance, crept down to the shore. The wind picked up. It
wrapped her skirt and hair about her as it pulled her towards the water’s inky
surface. Without a moon in the sky, it was harder to pinpoint the time, but by the
shape of the stars, she guessed it was nearly midnight.
      Diana gathered and tied her skirts above her knees with practiced efficiency. She
dragged one canoe out from the brush, heaving twice with her full weight. It lurched
and slid easily along the pebbled shore. A thought struck her, and she stopped just
shy of the shallows. The icy water nipped her bare feet as they sank into the shifting,
smooth stones.
     Every story she knew said not to go, and certainly not alone. There could be
spirits, monsters, or strange folk with ill intent. After a pause, she walked briskly
back to the camp, stepping soundlessly on the soft underbrush. She reached over her
father and pulled his hunting knife from under his pillow. Its weight held a familiar
comfort. Into her pocket it went.
     The pull and spill of her oar fell into rhythm along the gentle waves. Soon, she was
gliding across the mirrored sky towards her own private mystery.

     She circled the island once, trying to peer between the birch and evergreen. Figures
seemed to wander between the vibrant tents, but disappeared at the edges of her
sight. It must have been the shifting shadows cast by the carnival lights. On her
second pass around, she spied a small ribbon- and lantern-decorated path winding up
the smooth rock. There was no dock, no other boats tied off or dragged onto the
land. It was as if the trail was made for someone to walk straight out of the lake. 
     She circled a third time. A figure stood by the lanterns at the water’s edge. Diana
froze. It waited.
     Her pulse fluttered in her ears. The figure was the height of a child, but hunched.
Its features were hidden beneath a hooded cloak, obscured in shadow. Its head tilted
in her direction. As she bobbed slowly closer, it turned and began to walk away.
     “Wait! Please, can you tell me what this festival is? How did it get here?”
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      The figure paused mid-step. Its head swayed slightly as if in thought. With a snap
like a startled deer, it bounded up into the trees towards the tents, gone in a blink. As
it fled, a fist-sized object fell out from the billowing cloak. It tumbled and wedged
into a crevice near the shore.
     The scrape of rock against the underside of the canoe startled Diana from stillness.
She realized her hand still clutched the hunting knife in her pocket. With an exhale,
she climbed carefully out of the boat, tied it off, and went to inspect the runaway
object.
    At first, it appeared to be a smooth, gray stone. As she lifted it into the lantern
light, the color came to life. Like the hot flames that pool across dying embers, the
gem shone blue, green, and gold. She had seen similar jewels on rare occasions. They
were never larger than a thimble. This was the size of a rabbit’s head. Into her pocket
it went.
    The music reached her first, timeless and familiar, but from no memory she could
place. Like something heard in a dream. It was a plethora of distinct folkish tunes
being played simultaneously. Some sounded close by. Others were further ahead,
deep into the circus. Together, they filled the night with a playful recklessness.
    Where the ribbon markers met the brush, they twined up and around a wooden
archway. There were scratches across the top beam that could have been a sign, or
perhaps a crudely carved image. In the many shapes, she thought she recognized the
eye and collar of a loon and the shell of a turtle. Diana stepped through the entryway.
   A stall-lined alley stretched ahead, ending at a fork that branched into more
haphazard rows. The big top and wheel loomed on the other side of the island. She
looked at them for a long while as the wheel slowly spun. From where she’d tied her
boat, they’d been no more than a hundred feet away. Now, they were at least five
times that distance. Impossible. 
   As she searched the alleys, Diana had the most peculiar sensation of walking
through an unseen crowd. She would pause and sidestep as if to let people pass. She
heard laughter and games being played, but couldn’t grasp what each stall housed
and saw no figures to speak of. Finally, she spoke to the crowded emptiness. “Excuse
me, but I believe someone dropped this and I’d like to return it to them.” At this, she
held the iridescent stone aloft.
   She felt a ripple in the air, then stillness. Even the music vanished. Looks like I
startled the fish. She sighed and moved to place the stone on a stall counter. 
    A large shadow noiselessly crawled out from beneath a nearby tent. She spun and 
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found it standing close enough to touch. It was the same hunched figure she had
seen, though much taller now. It kept its hood lowered, still hiding its face. Its head
tilted one way then the other. Clutching the knife still hidden inside her pocket,
Diana offered the stone. Her voice shook. “I thought you wouldn’t want to lose
something so beautiful.”
      The figure leaned close to Diana’s ear. She felt its breath on her neck, strangely
cool even in the chill night air. It sniffed once, twice. Then, in a flash, it was ten stalls
away. The stone was gone from Diana’s hand. The figure didn’t disappear though. It
waited, no longer swaying. It reminded her, Diana thought, of a fox. Flighty, playful,
and brimming with a dangerous wildness just below the surface. 
        She followed after it.

      The figure led her deeper into the labyrinthine carnival. Glancing up, Diana was
startled to see the sky unchanged; it felt like hours had passed. They wound between
increasingly elaborate structures, rides with spidering arms, and a carousel that
housed leaping mythic creatures. The music had started up again and seemed more
vivid. Everything was coming into focus, as though her eyes were adjusting to new
light. She could make out blurry figures all around, playing games, eating food from
the stalls, dancing to the music. They gave her a wide berth, though many seemed to
watch her curiously.
      As they approached the two largest structures, the figure keeping its distance all
the while, she realized the Ferris wheel was, in fact, an impossibly large spinning
wheel. It was taller than even the largest buildings she’d seen. Where fibers would be
pulled into it, there was instead an endless tangle of vegetation, fur, and bone rising
out of the ground. It wound around the wheel, spooled into a shining thread from
which bright lights arced into the night sky.
       A hand brushed Diana’s shoulder. She managed to tear her eyes away and saw the
cloaked figure disappear into the entrance of the big top. Diana felt the earth beneath
her bare feet, felt the vastness of time and the pulse of life, and wondered how she
never noticed it before.
      She shouldered aside the heavy tent flaps and walked in complete darkness before
passing through to the other side. Where she’d expected to see an arena and stands
was a cavern encompassing a vast pool of clear water. High above, silvery moonlight
filtered through an opening in the rock. So this is where the moon hides when it leaves 
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the sky.
   The figure slipped into the depths, leaving the crumpled cloak behind. Diana
walked to the stone-stepped edge and sat, dipping her aching feet into the cool water.
   “Have you come to steal us?” A smooth, deep voice echoed through the cavern.
Diana felt its sorrow and anger even before she met its eyes. In the pool, bathed in
moonlight, was a woman. At least, it looked like a woman. In its eyes, Diana saw a
creature of supernatural wisdom and ferocity.
    “They steal us. Your kind. Call it ‘taming.’ Chains and cages. Selling our souls as
sport. Tickets to see wild things die in bright tents. Is that you?”
    Diana tried to rub the last of the blur from her eyes. It felt like she’d been walking
for days. “I don’t understand. This is a circus, isn’t it? How is it different?”
    The uncanny being hissed, “Here is the carnival, the festival, the wonder, the life.
There is a pale imitation. You cannot see magic in a box. You cannot buy and sell the
wilds. When you try, we die.”
      “I’m not here to hurt you.”
     “Why that then?” It pointed to Diana’s pocket. She slid the knife onto her lap and
thought. A few moments passed. 
    Finally, she spoke. “Maybe because I’m a wild thing, too, and I don’t want to be
stolen. I want to live...not in a box.” She looked up. “I think that’s why I’m here.”
     The being floated closer. Its long hair brushed Diana’s legs in the water.
    “It sounds like you need this more than I do though,” Diana said, holding the knife
hilt-first for it to take.
     It hesitated, then asked, “What do you need?” 
     “May I stay?”
    The being gently slid the knife back into Diana’s pocket and placed the iridescent
blue gem in her hands. “You may.”
 

     Diana Swift vanished without a trace. Some claim to see her out on the lakes on
moonless nights at the witching hour. They say that if you give to the forest more
than you take, she will dance with you and whisper the secrets of the wild carnival to
your heart.
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       But Joe’s sleep is not restful; he is assaulted relentlessly by wicked dreams. 
      He watches as the angel falls to Earth from a crack in the sky, cast out from
somewhere else. It’s so real, Joe can smell the burnt foliage and feel the heat
pumping from its porcelain skin. Lying there on the forest floor, the crack in the
sky closing rapidly, it feels pain for the first time in its existence. 
    As it tries to fathom all the information in this new plane of existence, a
group of hunters comes upon it. The angel can smell the fear encoded in their
every cell. 
    They attack in panic, and it tries to fight them off. Some men die, but the
angel is still getting used to pain. They eventually subdue it, locking it away,
ensuring daylight will never again touch its skin.
      The entire thousand years of bondage are shown to Joe in the blink of an eye,
and he hears the angel calling out to him in its unknowable language. It calls
across space and time to be freed of its damnation.
    When Joe wakes, slick with sweat and his shoulder burning like hellfire, he
feels a thousand years older. But the angel’s voice is still in his head, calling for
him to save it from its torment.

Alexander Pearce
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We are so grateful for the stories written by our talented authors, and we
hope you enjoyed the poetry contributed by two of our House's poets. 
Thank you, Crow family, for your continued enthusiasm and support!

 
A deep thank you to everyone who submitted a story. It is truly special for us
when you share your works, regardless of their acceptance. While your story
may not have been chosen, next month's theme is Melancholia and it could be
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Keep calling and we Crows may answer.
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